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Chapter 671: 0 years later 

The edge of the cosmic sea and the primordial universe. 

Two figures flew out of Toya's black hole and entered the universe of chaotic air currents. 

"This is the Universe Sea." Luo Feng was a little excited. 

Chaos City Lord stood beside him and smiled and said: "Let’s go, then I will take you to the outskirts of 

Qingfeng Realm, where we are now with the powerful Hongmeng. If you want, you can join some of 

them. Action. Just on the way, I will explain to you some things about the universe carefully." 

Luo Feng nodded and looked at the endless cosmic sea ahead. Chaos airflow was everywhere. However, 

when they reached the level of the master of the universe, they did not rely solely on their eyesight to 

see. Is clearer. 

The Chaos City Lord took Luo Feng to teleport without stopping, and the limit of each teleport was 

10,000 light-years. The will consciousness of the Lord of the Universe was able to maintain extremely 

high-frequency teleports. 

"Yiyi, I don't know if it was part of Wu Yuyi's killing. No matter what, I have to go and see it." Luo Feng 

was excited. 

... 

The human deity Wang Yi who was advancing into the universe also learned that Luo Feng had officially 

entered the universe, and his first stop was Qingfeng Realm. 

"Should take the wings." Wang Yi smiled faintly. 

He shook his head again, "However, Luo Feng is only the will of the Lord of the Universe. Although I left 

a message in the record, guessing that the Winged Supreme Universe requires the will of the strongest 

in the universe, he will definitely check it out personally." 

"The ship of the tomb was born, and there are still more than a thousand years left. Luo Feng guesses 

that he won't be able to go to the space ship." Wang Yi didn't care. The news of the birth of the Tomb 

Ship spread, and it would not be too late for Luo Feng to rush over. Anyway, with Luo Feng's talent and 

aura, he still has a chance to pass on this inheritance. 

"I have to work hard, too." Wang Yi's consciousness once again devoted himself to cultivation. 

The Tongtian Pagoda perceives the secret pattern of the law, cultivates the secret method of the will to 

improve the will, and continues to study the life gene... 

Time passed, and more than a thousand years passed in a blink of an eye. 

In the wing space, the Star Tower was suspended in the void, almost sticking to the blood-stained white 

wings. 
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Luo Feng has continuously sharpened his will in Wing Space for more than a thousand years, and his will 

has been strengthened a lot. He is already considered the top of the universe, but he is still far from 

breaking the threshold of the strongest in the universe. 

But he was not in a hurry, this winged treasure was placed here, and no one knew, he could wait until he 

tempered his will before he came to accept the Lord. 

"Haha, when I come back, I will be your master." Luo Feng smiled. The spirit of the white wings 

thundered with anger. It used to deceive and kill Luo Feng, but Luo Feng saw through it. More 

importantly, Luo Feng’s wings gave birth to his own spirit and swallowed up half of the source. This 

means that the white winged spirit and Luo Feng do not coexist at all. Possibly, it wanted to kill Luo Feng 

right away, but it couldn't help it. 

Luo Feng sighed inwardly regardless of the roar of the White Winged Spirit, "Thanks to Wang Yi, if it 

weren't for his map data, I didn't know that there was a pair of Wings here. I wanted to meet it by luck. I 

don't know how long to wait. ." 

The depths of the spacecraft. 

Flame ice domain. 

This is outside the extreme depths of the universe ship, and there is endless black mud, as if there are 

black swamps everywhere, and above it is an endless sea of magma. 

Shattering... a large swath of magma fell from a high altitude, and it quickly condensed and froze during 

the fall, followed by a black rock, and then gradually softened, flowing slowly like black mercury, forming 

this Black swamp. 

Above the magma sea. 

The black swamp below. 

This is the "Scorching Ice Territory" that is notoriously bad. 

Because there are too many similar dangerous places in the deep inner domain, millions, so the names 

are very random, but you must not underestimate these dangerous places because of the seemingly 

simple names. 

A simple and dark palace flew over. 

In the palace, in a fiery red robe, Wang Yi, whose breath became more mysterious, sat on the throne. 

Over the years, Wang Yi has been wandering around the Flame Ice Region without pulling down his 

cultivation. 

With the acceleration of the training space and time of the Tongtian Tower, it is another thousand 

epochs of cultivation. 

He has now deduced and perfected the secret method of the first move of "Knife Universe" to the top 

level of the sixth-order secret method, which can completely motivate the fourth stage of Xeon Zhibao 



to exert the top-ranking attack power of the seventh, but it will consume a lot of supernatural power. 

But there is a source of Xeon Zhibao supplement but it is not afraid. 

From another aspect, as long as the divine power is not consumed cleanly, it is an immortal body. 

Together with other Arcane support, the combat power should be equivalent to Tier 8. 

However, the sixth to seventh level of the Tongtian Pagoda is another threshold. It is difficult to break 

through. According to Wang Yi's estimation, there is no special chance, and it is normal for Ten 

Thousand Era to not break through. 

And this rate of progress is incredible. If you understand the seventh level, you can create a seventh-

order secret technique...Many of the strongest in the universe just do this step. 

Wang Yi can be compared with the strongest man in the universe in terms of secrets by being the Lord 

of the universe, and he can definitely be proud of himself. 

Wang Yi came directly to the Yanbing Territory now, waiting for the tomb boat to be born. 

"Master of Chaotic Source, this is the territory of our God Eye Race." 

There was a cold female voice. 

"Haha, the lord of the shadows, the lord of the witches, you two have guarded this place together for 

many years, is it not boring to move?" Wang Yi laughed. 

He did it deliberately. As soon as he arrived in the Yanbing Region, he found the location of the God Eye 

Race couple. After all, the tomb boat seemed to be born next to the residence of the two couples of the 

Lord of Shadow Ai, and then he often visited them nearby. , Let them take the trouble. 

They couldn't beat the Lord of Chaotic Source, and there was no way to call other people over to get the 

Lord of Chaotic Source. 

And the seven Allahs are scrupulous about the giant axe, and they don't care about these things. 

So most of the time they can only turn a blind eye, or make a mockery. 

However, this Chaotic Source Lord has a thick-skinned face. No matter what they say, he will always 

come and wander around every few years, just like the buzzing flies that can only kill them, and make 

people feel annoying. 

About a trillion kilometers away from Wang Yi, there is an extremely small and elegant spire palace 

suspended. In this elegant spire palace ~www.mtlnovel.com~, there are three strong men, all three of 

them have one-eyed illusions behind them. Shadow... is obviously a strong God Eye Race! 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source is not a strong man. It's really hateful." The woman of the God Eye tribe in a 

loose black robe frowned in a pleasant voice. 

"No way, my God Eye tribe once offended him, now as long as there is no direct conflict, forbearance 

and forbearance." A short God Eye tribe man comforted. 



The Lord of Shadow Ai and the Lord of Witch Eyes are two of the most powerful in the God Eye Clan, 

and they are also husbands and wives. They usually act together. One is good at close combat and the 

other is good at soul attacks. The two have joined hands in the vast universe, and it is really rare to meet 

opponents, and they are also very famous. 

The two of them have been in this "flaming ice domain" for a long time. 

Although the environment of the Yanbing Region is harsh and extremely dangerous, the dangers can be 

traced, but it is a rare and good place in the depths of the spacecraft. Although rare treasures appear, 

once they appear, they are all at the level of the peak domain palace. Ying Ai and his wife stayed here 

for a long time, and it was a beautiful job. 

The one-piece tall man of the Golden Armored God Eyes said: "This man of Chaotic Origin is indeed a 

trouble, because God of our race cannot act on him personally due to a promise, otherwise he would 

dare to be so provocative." 

Chapter 672: Scorching ice 

Time passed day by day. 

A certain moment of a certain day. 

An area of the Black Swamp, about ten light-years away from Wang Yi and the God Eye tribe, suddenly 

began to burst into bubbles. 

"Cuckoo..." 

"Wow..." Huge ripples appeared from this area of the Black Swamp, and then spread to the 

surroundings. The movement is getting bigger and bigger! boom! boom! boom! boom! boom! boom! 

The area of the Black Swamp began to tremble, and such a big movement was shocking. 

A tiny movement radiated away instantly, far away. 

"Huh?" Wang Yi, who was closing his eyes in the palace and comprehending the law and practicing the 

secret method, suddenly opened his eyes. 

"There is movement!" 

"And the movement seems not small!" 

In dangerous places like the Flame Ice Territory, time and space are extremely condensed and stable, 

and it is difficult for the solidified time and space to tremble, with movement and static transmission. 

The strongest in the universe breaks the law with force? 

The treasure is born? 

The catastrophe of the Flame Ice Territory is coming? 

A smile appeared on Wang Yi's face. "According to this time, it seems that the ship of the tomb was 

born." 

"After waiting so long, I finally waited." 
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"go!" 

Whoosh! 

The palace where Wang Yi was staying turned into a stream of light and flew towards the black swamp 

where the movement was coming from. 

Since Wang Yi sensed it, the three of the Shenyan tribe who were not far away from Wang Yi also sensed 

it. 

The three people who were talking were quiet, their eyes lit up at the same time. 

"That direction!" 

"is the!" 

"This movement is not small, it seems that a treasure was born." 

The two couples looked at each other, and both were a little excited. They have waited here for many 

years, isn't it just for this moment? 

But the tall and divine-eyed man who had come here as a guest was a little surprised. He looked at the 

two couples and smiled and said, "It seems that both of you have good luck, and you will be rewarded 

soon. I would like to congratulate you here first." 

"It's still early, Jin Fang, are you going?" The short God Eye Race man said directly, "I am afraid that we 

are not the only God Eye Race who are stationed here. People don’t know if the town can live in. If you 

can help us, you can share the benefits this time." 

"Leave aside, the Lord of Chaotic Source is near us. He should have sensed that he will be a formidable 

competitor of us at that time, Jin Fang, would you like to help?" The black robe woman also asked. 

The Lord of Chaotic Source is indeed very troublesome. 

"Haha, since I am of the same clan, I should help and I will go." The golden armored man laughed. 

"Then let's go!" 

Whoosh! 

This spire palace immediately turned into an emerald green rainbow light, advancing in the void 

between the hot endless magma sea and the black swamp below the icy crisis. 

"Master of Chaotic Source." 

The trio of God Eyes in the spire palace quickly passed the always-maintained domain treasure, but 

touched another domain outside, which was extremely hot domain. 

"Haha, the three of the God Eye Clan, you are here too." The laughter of the Lord of Chaotic Source was 

transmitted through the domain and passed to the three of them. "This time it should be the birth of the 

Supreme Treasure. The harsh environment like the Flame Ice Territory, the top domains, palaces, etc., 

will not survive intact, and will be directly destroyed by the natural environment. It must be born at the 

pinnacle of the highest level, chance It's rare, it depends on who can get it." 



"Humph." All three of the God Eyes snorted coldly. But there was some anger in my heart. 

This Chaotic Source Lord is really annoying and powerful. Fortunately, this time the three of them acted 

together, and they were not afraid. 

"Master of Chaotic Origin, don't worry, the treasure will never fall into your hands." 

"Haha, then wait and see." 

... 

The ice region is vast and vast, and it can only be teleported in the most fringe area. The two sides that 

have penetrated into the interior are flying at a hundred times the speed of light. The place of birth is 

less than ten light-years away from them. If they were in the primitive universe, they would fly more 

than ten times the speed of light. Years, but here, it only takes less than two months. 

Following the induction, the palaces of the two sides turned into thunderous light, and soon arrived at 

the place where the movement came. Wang Yi's eyes could already see through the Tongtian Tower to 

see the shocking scene in the endless black swamp in the distance. 

"That is." The three people of the God Eyes also opened their eyes brightly. 

I saw a huge ship slowly emerging from the black swamp. This ship was dark and black, and there was a 

large amount of black fluid slowly dripping down into the black swamp below. The entire ship was 

emerging outwards at all times, causing the area of the black swamp to churn, and a large amount of 

black fluid rumbled outwards, causing a shock. 

"The boat of the tomb! It is really the boat of the tomb!" Wang Yi's eyes became sharp. 

At the same time, he sent a prepared email to the virtual universe. 

Sitting in the palace silently waiting. 

"The mail has been sent." 

"The powerhouses of the human race know immediately that the tomb boat was born, except for the 

giant axe. Luo Feng will also come over." 

Luo Feng is not a strange thing in the cosmic ark. After all, he came out of the wing space, in order to 

temper his will to the strongest in the universe, and to conquer the third pair of wings, he would 

definitely choose a place to sharpen it. Excellent choice. 

The Yanbing Region is not too far away from the Sky Tower Demon Pillar, and Luofeng has a Star Tower 

and a map route, so it doesn't take much time to get here. 

What's more, the giant axe is here! 

"For this moment, I summoned the two avatars in advance." Wang Yi sat in the palace drinking tea, his 

eyes calm as a lake, watching the ancient ship slowly emerge. The historical trajectory has long been 

known. Of course he will. Make corresponding arrangements in advance. "I already have enough 

opportunity. There is no need to compete with Luo Feng for this inheritance of the Donghe River. I go 

first to sign and then, it is time to use that chance card." 



"The boat of the tomb." 

"It's the boat of the tomb." 

The three powerhouses of the God Eye Clan were also very excited. 

The tomb is a legendary place in the universe of the spacecraft~www.mtlnovel.com~According to some 

historical records, the tomb should be the cemetery of the powerful people who perished before the 

"Spacecraft" endless era. Of course Although strong men have entered, no one has ever seen the 

"corpse." 

There are also treasures left behind after the death of ancient existences, and there are also relics left 

over there. Naturally, it is a place where the strong are very eager to enter. But in the tomb, how can 

younger generations be allowed to disturb at will? Even the strongest in the universe cannot enter by 

force. You can enter the tomb boat. 

The God Eye race is the strongest race in the first reincarnation era of the universe, and they have also 

received some information about the tomb boat, which is more detailed than the human race in the 

third rebirth era. Of course, they understand the preciousness of this tomb boat. . 

"Legend! A tomb boat can bring 36 powerful men into the tomb together!" The Lord of Jin Fang's eyes lit 

up, "Only once, when driving the tomb boat... after entering the tomb, This tomb boat will leave and no 

longer be controlled. And in that tomb, it is said that there is a great opportunity! Even the strongest 

treasure, it is not impossible to get it." 

The Lord of Shadow Ai and the Lord of Witch Eyes were still a little nervous in excitement. 

Even if you get the ship of the tomb, you must consider whether you want to enter the tomb...because 

once you enter the tomb, there is no chance to come out again. 

Chapter 673: Tomb Tomb Nobune Advancement 

A thousand light-years away seemed like an endlessly tall magic pillar, Luo Feng, who had been 

sharpening his will not many years after coming here, received an email from Wang Yi. 

"The boat of the tomb?" Luo Feng's eyes widened. 

Huo's stood up. 

"The boat of the tomb, appeared in the Yanbing Region?" A look of excitement appeared in Luo Feng's 

eyes. 

"Yan Bingyu, isn't it very close to me?" 

Among the human race, there are many legends about the tomb boat, but there are few detailed 

information. 

Although there are many legends about the tomb boat, the human race has never obtained the tomb 

boat. Looking at the entire universe, there are nearly a hundred forces, and I am afraid that the two holy 

places will have the tomb boat. 

"The legendary tomb boat?" Luo Feng grinned. 
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"interesting." 

"Wang Yi is there. The message he sent should not be wrong. I have been in the Universe Sea for so 

long, and I haven't got any good treasures except Wing Space." Luo Feng immediately made a decision. 

"Go and see. This may be a rare opportunity for me." 

The strong know that the opportunity must be seized hard. 

Luo Feng flew out immediately. 

The one-eyed phantom god-eye clan powerhouse who was sitting cross-legged on a celestial rock in the 

distance sensed a wave of fluctuations in the silent space and time, and immediately turned his head to 

look. 

"Luo Feng!" The Master of Eye-Cleaning recognized it, and a sharp light flashed across his eyes. 

When Luo Feng first descended on the Black Stone Pillar, the Lord of Eye Purification deliberately asked 

Luo Feng for trouble. 

Originally, he thought he was the lord of the fifth-order universe, and even the lord of Chaos City could 

fight against Luo Feng. 

To ravage this human being, kill him, breathe out. 

However, he never thought that the soul illusion attack he was proud of would not have any effect on 

Luo Feng. Instead, Luo Feng unexpectedly broke out, a close body pressed against the ground and 

rubbed hard. 

Let the Lord of Clean Eyes lose a big face. 

Whenever the Lord of Eye-Cleaning thinks of the scene at that time, his face is hot and painful. 

At this moment, the Lord of Eye-Cleaning's heart burned with mad anger. Killing intent is boiling! 

The Lord of Human Chaotic Source killed his friend, the Lord of Arrows, and the Lord of Purifying Eyes 

heard that this Lord of Silver Wing was a friend of the Lord of Chaotic Source, so he wanted to kill him. It 

would be better to kill all his soul and let him be the deity of God. The clone fell completely, allowing the 

Lord of Chaotic Source to taste the death of his friend. 

result! 

A little guy who has only cultivated for more than ten years, actually forced his Eye-Cleaning Master to 

use the peak domain category treasure to get rid of it! 

Being forced by Luo Feng to use the realm of treasure with all his strength, it means that he is no match 

for the opponent, arrogant and arrogant like the Lord of Eyes, and naturally feels aggrieved in his heart. 

"Humanity, Lord of Chaotic Origin, Lord Silver Wing, one day, I will let you all fall!" The Lord of Clean 

Eyes roared in his heart. 

Of course Luo Feng didn't know what the Master of Eye Purification thought, but he didn't care if he 

knew it. 



Which strong man rises without enemies? Are you tired of bones under your feet? 

If you are afraid to provoke the enemy and fear the powerful enemy, it is better to hide in your own 

universe, live in seclusion in the corner of the corner, and don't go out and wander. 

"It will take several months to get to the coordinates of the Flame Ice Territory. I have to hurry up. I 

hope that the tomb boat will not open too soon." 

Luo Feng turned into a stream of light and flew outside like lightning. 

... 

A huge ship is slowly emerging from the black swamp in the scorching ice region. At this moment, in the 

air, in addition to the black tower and a spire palace, there is also a pyramid. 

Wang Yi looked at the pyramid from time to time. "The Deer Worm still found the birthplace of the 

Tomb Ship." 

The Lord of Deer Insects is the powerhouse of the Purple Moon Holy Land Universe, and he is also a 

super powerhouse! It is one of the existences at the top of the universe in the Purple Moon Holy Land. If 

the Lord of the universe is divided according to the sixth order, he is the Lord of the sixth-order 

universe! Because... he owns a supreme treasure, a supreme treasure named "Deer Worm God Armor"! 

"Haha, I didn't expect that not only would I be able to bump into the legendary tomb boat here, but also 

see the famous Lord of Chaotic Origin in the universe." Loud laughter from the Lord of Deer Insects 

came from the Pyramid Palace. 

"I was also very surprised. I didn't expect to see you, the lord of deer insects, here." Wang Yi said with a 

light smile. 

The lord of deer insects is a very special lord of the universe. 

The lord of deer insects has always been alone, and is extremely adventurous. In the universe, most 

adventurous people generally die quickly. But the lord of the deer insects has the support of the 

information from the Purple Moon Holy Land Universe, and the second is extremely strong, and his 

treasure is a bodyguard, so even though he has gone through many dangerous places, he has survived to 

this day. 

Of course, no matter how special, seeing the legendary ship of the tomb, you still won't be unimpressed. 

No one would dislike himself as having many treasures, not to mention that the value of the tomb boat 

is not under the strongest treasure. 

However, the face of the God Eye Race was a bit solemn, the ship of the tomb was born, and the fewer 

people competing for it, the better, but whether it is the Lord of Chaotic Origin or the Lord of Deer 

Insects, they are all the Lords of the sixth-order universe! The Lord of Chaotic Source is extremely 

powerful, and he is said to have more than one Xeon Treasure! Probably the strongest party on the 

scene! 

The Lord of Deer Insects came from the Purple Moon Holy Land. He is familiar with the information of 

the Tomb Ship and has an innate advantage in the next battle! After all, no one knows how to make the 

tomb boat recognize the lord! 



The weakest! On the contrary, it is on the side of the God Eye Race! No wonder they looked unhappy. 

The Lord of Deer Insect had been chatting with Wang Yi, but he ignored the God Eye Clan, and obviously 

only cared about the Lord of Human Chaotic Source. 

"This human being, the Lord of Chaotic Origin, is definitely my most troublesome opponent in the fight 

for the Tomb Ship." A dignified look appeared in the eyes of the Lord of Deer Insects. "However, the 

record of the tomb boat in my holy place is incomparable to these short-lived ghosts. I am afraid that 

they don't even know where the control core is, how to recognize the lord, huh, this tomb boat must be 

mine. ." 

There was a trace of desire in the Lord of Deer Insects, and the boat of the tomb was definitely the 

treasure he encountered second only to the "Armor of Deer Insects". How could he let it go easily. 

He glanced at the steeple palace of the God Eye Clan again, because the strong God Eye Clan hid in the 

palace, and only the Lord of Shadow Ai and the Lord of Witches showed up, and the Lord of Deer Worm 

didn't know there was still one inside. 

"If necessary, I can win over this God Eye Clan as my helper against the Lord of Chaotic Source." 

The lord of deer bugs thought to himself. 

And Wang Yi was also waiting. If he wanted to enter this tomb boat, he had no other choice but to wait 

for it to take the initiative to open the hatch. 

"Boom boom boom..." 

The boat of tens of billions of kilometers of tombs slowly emerged from the black 

swamp~www.mtlnovel.com~ The speed was slow, and the movement continued, and soon attracted a 

palace-like treasure, which was the first reincarnation era. Patriarchal forces. 

The person who came was the lord of Liujiu of the first ancestor of the gods. 

However, Wang Yi knew that there was another "Lord of the Giant Rock" beside her who had not shown 

up. 

Wang Yi looked at the palace of the Lord of Lujiu, and shook his head. The Lord of Lujiu came over, most 

likely to fall, but Wang Yi did not want to discourage it. It was the choice of others, and he had no 

position to go. Persuaded, it was her fate to fall. 

A pale ray of light flew over from a distance. 

"Haha, the Lord of Shadow Eyes and Sorcerer of the God Eyes? The Lord of Deer Insects of the Purple 

Moon Holy Land? The Lord of Ryuujiu of the first ancestor of the gods? Huh? There is also the Lord of 

Human Chaotic Source?" The voice rang. 

Wang Yi looked at the past coldly and sneered. This is even worse. In the first level of the original book, 

he was brushed down by the Broken East River, and the strongest of the first reincarnation era who 

didn't even fight for the chance of inheritance arrived. 

Chapter 674: Chase endlessly 
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The depths of the spacecraft. 

Flame ice domain. 

The molten sea above, the black swamp below. 

Wang Yi glanced at the powerhouses present, except that Luo Feng was not there and he was added, 

they were still exactly the same as before. 

Now they are the five forces of God Eye Race, Skeleton Race, First Ancestor God Sect, Purple Moon Holy 

Land, and Human. 

The parties present also communicated with each other secretly, and the atmosphere was subtle. 

time flies…… 

"boom……" 

The ship of the tomb was finally fully suspended, the bottom of the ship separated from the black 

swamp and floated faintly, and at the same time the entire ship began to vibrate. 

The Pyramid of the Lord of Deer Insects immediately flew towards the majestic Tomb Ship in the 

distance. 

"The lord of deer bugs has begun to act." 

"Follow him!" 

"Look closely at the Lord of Deer Insects, he knows the most." 

Before entering the gate of the ship of the tomb, a group of strong men began to take action. 

Mainly for the Lord of Deer Insects, whoever makes him the Purple Moon Holy Land knows the most 

information. 

Even if there have always been the God Eye and Skeleton Clan, who have always had old grudges and 

mortal enemies, at this time they all besieged the Deer Insect. 

They are not stupid, know what to do at this time. 

Faced with the cooperation of the powerful from all sides, the pyramid palace of the lord of the deer 

insects disappeared, and a strange beast appeared on the spot. 

"Hum..." 

The lord of deer insects can be transformed into a terrifying alien beast with the help of Xeon Supreme, 

because after obtaining Xeon Supreme, he changed his title to "Lord of Deer Insects", so this alien beast 

was designated as "Deer Insects" . 

"Boom..." When the Lord of Deer Insects fought against those powerful players, Wang Yi already flew 

towards the gate without looking back. 

The lord of deer worms who are under siege made a loud voice: "Lord of Chaotic Origin, if you and I join 

forces and go in together, why let these weak people harass us?" 



Other parties have also persuaded. 

"The Lord of Chaotic Origin, don't listen to the Lord of Deer Insects. He is familiar with the structure and 

layout of the tomb boat. If he let him in, wouldn't he give up the tomb boat?" 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source, the most correct thing to do right now is to suppress the Lord of Deer 

Insects and not let him succeed." 

"The Lord of Chaotic Origin..." 

All parties have to persuade again, and there has been a burst of laughter in Wang Yi's palace. 

"Haha, guys, play slowly, I'm going in first." 

Whoosh! The speed has climbed to the extreme and turned into a fiercely shining palace rushing into 

the ever-expanding gate. 

The fighting situation of the parties who are fighting behind is slightly stagnant. 

"Boom!" The alien beast transformed by the lord of the deer worm let out a low roar, galloping through 

the obstacles of all parties, and then rushed into the gate. 

Immediately afterwards, the first ancestor of the gods, the **** eye clan, and the skeleton clan followed 

closely, still trying their best to prevent the lord of deer insects from attacking and obstructing them. 

As for the Lord of Chaotic Source? 

You can only put it aside first, after all, the Lord of Deer Insect knows the secret information of the Tomb 

Ship, but the Lord of Chaotic Source does not. The two evils are the lesser one, and the three parties 

who work together also know how to choose. 

It's just that they didn't care about it. Even though they were fighting, they were still not slow behind 

Wang Yi, almost with the front heel and the back foot, and the five parties rushed into the tomb boat 

together. 

"brush!" 

After entering the tomb boat, Wang Yi's palace disappeared and Wang Yi appeared. 

In front of him is a huge empty square, or a hall? In short, this huge square is afraid of hundreds of 

millions of kilometers in diameter. There are no objects in the empty square, only the extremely smooth 

ground at a glance, nothing more. 

On the edge of the square, there is a channel leading to all directions. 

"Haha, Lord of Hunyuan, you run so fast and don't know how to get in. What's the use." The Lord of 

Deer Insect appeared behind Wang Yi. 

Then the Lord of the God Eye Clan, the first ancestor of the gods, and the Skeleton Clan also appeared, 

first glanced at Wang Yi, and then set their eyes on the square in front of them. Finally stared at the lord 

of deer insects. 

Wang Yi's expression was indifferent, and he did not refute it. 



He really didn't know the specific entry route here. 

Of course, his mentality goal is also different from those strong men who want to get the Tomb Ship. 

"Master of Chaotic Source, it's not too late for you and me to join forces." The Lord of Deer Insect 

looked at Wang Yi. 

"You and I are the strongest, and it is us who are most likely to get the tomb boat, but if we hurt each 

other, we may let other parties fish in troubled waters and get the tomb boat. Why bother." 

The Lord of Deer Worm felt that he was telling the truth. He was stared too closely by the three parties 

of the God Eye Clan, and his actions were severely restricted. In addition, he was also worried about the 

Lord of Chaotic Source, but if he could fool the Lord of Chaotic Source to join forces together, plus the 

information on his Advantage, even if the Lord of Chaotic Source is stronger than him, he is confident 

that it is him who will get the treasure in the end. 

Wang Yi glanced at the lord of deer worms who maintained the form of alien beasts. "Lord of deer 

worms, I don't believe you. Moreover, we have so many people on the scene to deal with you together. 

How many chances do you think you have?" 

"That's really a shame, Lord of Chaotic Source, you made a wrong choice." 

The Lord of Deer Insect shook his head, then burst out fiercely, and flew directly into the distance. 

"Follow him!" 

"Don't let him run away!" 

The other masters of the universe rushed out at the same time, following the lord of deer insects, and 

Wang Yi followed without a word. 

Even in flight, all parties attacked, advancing at high speed while fighting in lightning speed, or soul 

attack, or long-range weapon attack, or domain attack... Wang Yi also attacked the lord of deer insects 

from time to time to restrict his Speed is guaranteed not to be thrown away by the Lord of Deer Insects. 

Of course, others can see that Wang Yi is not working hard, but no one talks about him. 

Along the inner passage of the tomb boat, six figures are advancing at high speed. The lord of the deer 

worm is indeed the target of the public. Wang Yi is second, almost on his ass, and the other four lords of 

the universe are close behind. 

"Humph!" 

The Lord of Deer Insects suddenly rushed forward and banged, and one of the horns on his head hit one 

of the corridor walls of the revolving corridor, banging... the pattern on the corridor wall suddenly 

dented, Immediately thereafter... a huge gate was suddenly lowered above the corridor. 

Boom! The gate fell to the ground. 

But everyone was too close, the speed was extremely amazing, the figures flashed past, and the huge 

gate did not stop any party at all. But it also made them almost startled in a cold sweat. 

"Lord of Deer Bugs!" 



"Damn it! I actually want to come to Yin!" 

"Want to leave us alone, you dream!" 

The Lord of Deer Insects glanced at the Lord of Chaotic Source, whose speed has not changed from 

beginning to end, with a leisurely look behind him~www.mtlnovel.com~ The corners of his mouth 

twitched. 

He really didn't understand, what this human being was thinking, wouldn't it be okay to cooperate with 

him? It just made him so inferior. 

"This human being is too wary of me to fool me." The eyes of the lord of deer insects flickered. "I can 

only see one step at a time, huh, I want to fight with my deer worm, I let you all disappointed in the 

end." 

Unable to get rid of other people, although the Lord of Deer Insects is not reconciled, there is no way. 

They are constantly advancing in the tortuous passage. Occasionally, the Lord of Deer Insects wants to 

use methods and calculations, but they are all broken by the concerted efforts of all parties. 

And there are not too many mechanisms that the tomb boat can obstruct, otherwise the lord of the 

deer worm would not be helpless behind that huge gate. 

Soon, after another turn, a huge and exquisite gate appeared in front of it. The whole gate was golden 

and blue, and the whole body had a noble meaning. It would only make countless creatures feel high 

above them, and they were afraid to enter. 

When Wang Yi saw this huge and exquisite gate, he couldn't help passing by with his eyes, the core 

control room of the Tomb Ship, has it arrived? 

Chapter 675: Broken Donghe...yes, it's him 

Wang Yi didn't bring in the Tower of Chaos and Chaos Wings this time. He only brought in the Giant 

Flame Star. The clone of the Void Zerg Clan took the Tower of Heaven and other treasures and stayed 

outside. 

It can be considered cautious. 

Even if you fall accidentally... the loss is still bearable. 

Even so, Wang Yi also has three Xeon treasures (weapon, armor, domain), and his strength completely 

crushes the others on the scene. 

Seeing the lord of deer insects stop, Wang Yi also smiled. 

"Deer bug, it looks like it's already here." 

The lord of deer insects snorted coldly, went up and pushed the door open. Wang Yi didn't stop him by 

the side. When he got here, there was no need to fight with the Lord of Deer Insects and others. 

The lord of the witchcraft, the lord of the shadows, the lord of the first ancestor of the gods, the lord of 

the sea of the skeleton clan almost rushed to the front when the two stopped in front, and saw the lord 

of the deer worm The Lord was pushing a door, and the Lord of Chaotic Source was standing by and 
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watching. Others flashed their eyes and didn't do anything. Like the Lord of Chaotic Source, they 

watched silently by the side, but secretly prepared to see the situation and acted at any time. 

Preparation. 

As for whether there is a trap behind the door? Will there be any danger? It depends on everyone's 

judgment. 

Boom! The door was pushed open. 

Inside is a majestic and majestic hall. Many ornaments are placed on the floor of the hall, and some 

ornaments are hung on the walls. 

"boom!" 

The six masters of the universe rushed into the control room at the same time and attacked other 

masters of the universe. Even if Wang Yi was no exception, he did not have the habit of others attacking 

him not to fight back. Of course, his attack power was controlled below the Tier 6 top. But it was also 

the most violent person on the scene, almost suppressing other universe masters with one person's 

power, so he was also the first to rush through the door. 

And as soon as he entered, Wang Yi pretended to shoot a large amount of divine power silk thread from 

the divine body, rushing frantically in all directions of the entire hall. It seems that I want to recognize 

the Lord in this crude way covered by indiscriminate divine power. 

"Haha, Lord of Hunyuan, what are you doing? Do you think the way of recognizing the lord of the tomb 

boat is the same as the treasures outside?" The deer boat that also rushed in laughed. 

Other masters of the universe also saw the scene, their discoloration changed, and they looked at each 

other. 

"Even the Lord of Chaotic Source can't find a way to recognize the master. It seems that the way to 

recognize the master of this tomb boat is not that simple." 

"Let's take a close look at the lord of the deer insects. He absolutely knows how the tomb boat 

recognizes the lord."n0𝗏ℯ𝑙𝒰𝚜𝗯.𝒸0𝐌 

The lord of the universe looked for and tried various methods, but they all failed. They finally looked at 

the lord of the deer insects coldly, as if they wanted to find clues from the lord of the deer insects. The 

lord of the deer insects didn’t care. With a teasing smile, leisurely and contentedly looking for the 

controlling core. 

Soon, everything in the main hall of the control room was checked, and the expression of the lord of the 

deer insects was also difficult to look. 

"How can it be!" 

"How could it not?" 

"The control core, why isn't it in the control room? Impossible!" The lord of the deer bug showed a hint 

of anger, and it seemed that many calculations became empty in an instant, which made him very 

uncomfortable. 



"Haha, Lord of Deer Insects, what? You don't seem to be happy with your expression. Didn't you find the 

control core or you can't recognize the master?" Wang Yi teased and laughed beside him. 

This tomb boat was specially modified by Duandong River during his lifetime. The consciousness left by 

Duandong River controls this tomb boat. The real master must be in the place where Duandong River is 

inherited. It's the real control core, it's no wonder that the Lord of Deer Insects can be found here! 

The Lord of Deer Insects has ignored Wang Yi’s ridicule, and his face is ugly, “How come it’s not here! As 

usual, the control core of the Lord of the Tomb is always placed in the control room. Did I really guess 

wrong? It’s not here. The core control room?" 

"Weird." 

"How can you not control the core." 

The six powerhouses present, standing scattered in this hall, were extremely puzzled for a while. 

"Boom..." An invisible energy suddenly came. 

Wang Yi, the lord of deer insects, the lord of the shadows, the lord of the witches, the lord of the sea, 

and the lord of the Liujiu, all six of them turned their heads and looked forward at the same time, that 

was above the main hall of the entire control room... There was an ancient throne. At this moment, the 

invisible energy gathered on the throne, gradually forming a fuzzy figure, and finally clear. 

This is a seemingly ordinary human man. 

Two eyes, one nose, one mouth... two hands, two legs, black eyes with yellow skin, and blue hair. 

"who is he?" 

"Like a human." 

"It's also like the most ordinary people of the Purple Moon Holy Land." 

"Without the slightest coercion..." 

The Lord of Deer Insects, they all looked at the fuzzy figure in shock. 

But Wang Yi's expression remained calm. I don’t even bother to install it. 

It's just that there is a solemn expression in his eyes. 

I don’t know if the other cards except the diamond sign-in card have a 92% probability, the highest 

reward, can they get the entire inheritance of Broken East River? 

If it doesn't work, he will lose a lot. 

"Don't use it in a hurry, it's best to go to the inheritance space and sign in again, maybe it's safer." Wang 

Yi licked his lips. 

Although 92% seems to be high, it is not 100% of the diamond card. If there is any deviation that 

prevents Wang Yi from getting the highest reward, then he will be extremely uncomfortable. 



It's like you have a chance to become the richest man in the country, but you only win one million prizes. 

Who can stand it? 

At this time, the blue-haired human man sitting high on the throne was wearing a simple striped armor. 

At first glance, the armor seemed to be a rushing endless river. 

He looked down below, his eyes were cold, and then he said: "My name is...Duandonghe Wu!" 

Duan Donghe... That's right, it's him. 

The other strong men were shocked. 

"Wu? Wu? Wu is an extremely noble appellation in that ancient civilization, and the name can carry the 

word Wu...that status must be extraordinary." The Lord of Shadow Ai is very solemn. 

It is as if the silver token that Wang Yi obtained also has a "Wu" mark on the back ~ www.mtlnovel.com~ 

but the cyan token and the black token are not the same. Obviously, this is a manifestation of the status 

of ancient civilization. 

"Duandong River. Wu?" Wang Yi said inwardly, "This Diandong River, before it falls, should be the 

eternal true god." 

The spacecraft is a super mechanical treasure warship built by the remaining powerful forces after the 

fall of the ancient civilization "Wu". Depending on its power, it may even surpass the Lord of Chaos, but 

it is still unknown whether it can be comparable to the King of Gods. , After all, the level of the **** king 

is already comparable to the original universe, and although the universe ark is incredible, it is still far 

away. 

At the beginning, a large number of powerful men in the Wu state had to fight back and follow the 

cosmic ark to go out to the universe, but they were completely annihilated. What happened in this is 

unknown, but Wang Yi guessed that the pinnacle of the cosmic ark was not. God king, that is also the 

existence that surpasses ordinary eternal true gods. 

The eternal true **** is definitely not weak in the ancient civilization. A cosmic vener whose status is 

similar to that of the primitive universe is definitely regarded as a hegemon. There are also a chaos ruler 

and a **** king. The number of chaos rulers is very rare even in a country, such as Jin Zhi The king of 

God seemed extremely powerful in the Jin Kingdom, only a dozen chaotic rulers were in its strongest 

period. 

To be more popular, it is similar to the Lord of the universe in the primitive universe, and the King of 

Gods is the strongest person in the universe and the highest level of ancient civilization. 

Chapter 676: The wheels of fate are rolling... 

The blue-haired human man on the throne did not seem to have noticed the situation discussed in 

private by the cosmic sea powerhouse below, but continued to say indifferently: "The younger 

generations of the age of endless reincarnation, when you see me, I have already fallen. I don’t know 

how many reincarnations. The times are over. When I started this final adventure with the general, I 

knew that there was little chance of survival." 
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The other strong men listened quietly, all attentively attentive. From this young-haired human man's 

narration, they may be able to get some very precious information, which is of great importance to their 

next actions. 

"...I, Duan Donghe Wu! I was the 192nd Duan Donghe! Also the only heir...The ancestors of the past 

dynasties died in battle, and they have been passed on for an unknown period of time. If I die...the 

inheritance will be broken. My hand. I am ashamed of the ancestors of the past. This tomb boat has 

been transformed by me, and it is different from the ordinary tomb boat. In this tomb boat... there are 

more dangerous places to inherit. "Duandong River has been immersed. In my own memory, the 

emotions are also slightly agitated. 

After the narration, the figure on the throne also disappeared. 

After listening to his words, Wang Yi said inwardly, "Sure enough, we still have to choose a successor." 

inherited! The true heritage! 

The owner of the ship of the tomb, Duandonghe, who suddenly appeared, had to choose a descendant 

for his family! 

Great opportunity! 

Every strong person realizes instantly. 

In the eyes of the strong in the main hall, there are many colors that are crazy, excited, or worried. 

Perhaps the most peaceful is Wang Yi. 

He knows that the inheritance of the Broken East River is not so easy to obtain, at least there are so 

many people present, maybe he has a chance. Others are at most going through a cutscene. 

The eyes of the Lord of Deer Insects, the Lord of Ryuujiu, the Lord of Shadow Ai, the Lord of Witches, 

and the Lord of Haihai all have struggle and madness in their eyes. 

Originally, they thought it was a battle for the tomb boat, but they didn't expect... this tomb boat was 

just an addition, and more importantly, it contained an extremely powerful heritage in ancient 

civilizations. Inheritance is moving! But there is also the danger of falling! 

This is a huge adventure! Success leads to endless gains. It is easy to become the strongest in the 

universe, and it is not impossible to even surpass the strongest in the universe... But once you fail, there 

is no chance of turning over, or even forever! 

Glancing at the cosmic sea powerhouses with violent mood swings and struggling crazy eyes, Wang Yi 

smiled, walked to the side leisurely, even took out a wooden table and a chair, poured tea and started 

drinking. 

The other five powerhouses who were trapped in thinking looked over, seeing his such leisurely and 

contented appearance, their eyes were a little surprised. 

The Lord of Chaotic Source was so calm. 



I really don't know that he is the ignorant and fearless, I don't know whether this ancient civilization 

inherited the precious and greatness, or that he has a good heart. 

These cosmic sea experts are not in the mood to pay attention to the Lord of Chaotic Source. 

Suddenly a breath appeared suddenly. 

"Lord of the Golden Fang, since you want to come out, I will let you out. How to choose is up to you." 

The lord of Witchcraft said coldly. 

Next to him, there was a golden-armored man from the Divine Eye tribe, who had been hiding in the 

palace treasure. 

Although he hadn't come out, he could see and hear everything happening outside clearly, so he 

couldn't help it anymore. 

boom! Another figure appeared next to him. It was a tall evil figure with a crimson whole body, like a 

coalescence of blood-colored bones, and it was a strong skeletal clan. 

"Red Pipit, I will not hinder you in this life and death decision." The Master of Hai Hai said directly. 

The red pipit master nodded slightly. 

The Lord of Lucius with perfect face is surrounded by a burly and tall man with eight arms. His whole 

body is like a rock. It is the Lord of the giant rock who has been inseparable from the Lord of Lucius for 

countless years. 

However, Wang Yi and the Lord of Deer Insects were both alone and had no helpers. 

The Lord of the universe present became nine. 

Wow! 

On the throne above the main hall, the energy gathered, and then gathered into the green-haired figure, 

it was the Broken East River. 

"Everyone, can you think clearly?" 

... 

A stream of light flicked across the void between the flame ice region, the endless magma sea and the 

black swamp. 

In the Star Tower, Luo Feng's face was cold, and he whispered: "Ancient civilization, inheritance from 

the East River?" 

When Wang Yi saw the emergence of Duandong River, he had already simulated the memory scene of 

Dudonghe's emergence and speech in the virtual universe for the strong of the human race to watch. 

Luo Feng naturally saw it too. 

"Right now, the human race of the universe ark is limited, except for me, the giant axe and Wang Yi." 

Luo Feng's eyes burst out with a strong light. 



"This time is an opportunity. In that extremely powerful ancient civilization, an extremely powerful 

inheritance! According to judgment, Dongdong River Wu's position in the cosmic ark is ranked at the 

top. In that ancient civilization, this opportunity They are all precious." 

"With this inheritance! I can see farther roads, higher roads than the strongest in the universe, and with 

inheritance guidance, I can go higher." 

"The opportunity is rare, and it is also about transcending reincarnation, which determines the fate of 

my human race. I will definitely fight for this inheritance!" Luo Feng's blood boiled and his eyes were 

crazy. 

The last time it was so crazy, it was when I sacrificed my life and the golden horn beast to die and 

recognize the main star tower. 

At this moment, Luo Feng felt that his soul was boiling. 

And just when Luo Feng made up his mind to rush to the boat of the tomb. 

In a place extremely far away in his opposite direction, a huge golden axe headed over and over millions 

of kilometers across the sky. 

Time and space fluctuate, and all the surrounding laws have given way. 

The burly savage man with loose hair has sharp eyes. 

"inherited?" 

"Inheritance of ancient civilizations, how powerful is that ancient civilization? The so-called inheritance 

of Donghe Wu, even in ancient civilizations, is unique! What a noble inheritance... But the difficulty of 

such an inheritance can be imagined... …" 

"With it, coupled with the Tongtian Pagoda, our human race is beyond reincarnation, just around the 

corner!" 

"On the contrary, if it falls into the hands of other people, it may threaten my human race in the future!" 

"Chance, only once!" 

"I definitely ~www.mtlnovel.com~ don't allow others to get it!" 

The founder of the giant axe had cold eyes, and his body exuded monstrous domineering. 

The golden axe flies in the spacecraft at nearly a million times the speed of light. Flew towards the 

direction of the Yanbing Region. 

Because of Wang Yi's prompt notification, the human side of the primitive universe set out to rush to 

the tomb boat almost the fastest. 

Inside the boat of the tomb. 

"It seems that you have already made a decision." Duan Donghe glanced at the nine masters of the 

universe, revealing a slight smile. And Wang Yi, the Lord of Deer Insects and the others also understand 



that this is probably only controlled by some similar "intelligence" left over from Duan Donghe, and 

Duan Donghe himself has long since fallen. 

Of course, even if it's just "intelligence," but since it can control the legendary treasure of the tomb 

boat, and if he talks about the non-historical Diandonghe, other creatures watching his line of 

inheritance will die. The remaining methods are afraid that they can deal with the strongest in the 

universe. How dare they, the lord of deer insects, be careless? Don't dare to be presumptuous in front of 

Dudonghe. 

"Get up!" Duandong River pointed to the ground of the main hall and shouted softly. 

Boom! 

Chapter 677: 1 go in 

The boat of the tomb. 

"You, don't meet." 

A misty hall with a pale mist. 

The icy voice of Dongdong River echoed in the hall. 

The master of Hai Hai, who had just emerged from the Rubik's Cube that was screened for the first time, 

changed his face, and the hearts of the other strong men also trembled at the same time. 

"Master Duodonghe..." The Master of Hai Hai was anxious. 

"Shut up!" Duan Donghe shouted. 

"Next!" Duandonghe pointed at the Lord of Liujiu again. 

The Lord of Lujiu hesitated and walked to the Rubik's Cube. 

"Liu Jiu, be careful." The master of the giant rock couldn't help saying. Then he asked the Lord of 

Miaohai: "Lord of Miaohai, what is inside?" 

The Lord of Hai Hai, who had just been disqualified, gave him a cold look, how could he be in the mood 

to explain to him, he wished that all these people would fail. Feeling frustrated and angry, very 

uncomfortable. "Why, why did I not meet? The Lord of Deer Insects succeeded just now. Damn! Damn 

Donghe!" This is an opportunity for their Skeleton Clan, and the Lord of Hai Hai is really unwilling to give 

up. 

But Duan Donghe didn't mean to explain for him now. 

One by one, the strong men were called by Donghe to enter the Rubik's Cube, but the results were 

different. 

Lord of Ryuujiu, meet! 

The master of the rock giant, does not meet! 

Lord of Shadow Ai, meet! 
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Lord of Witchcraft, meet! 

Lord of the gold party, meet! 

The lord of the sea, does not meet! 

Lord of the red pipit, does not meet! 

... 

"You, go in." Duan Donghe pointed towards Wang Yi last. 

The eyes of other people also focused on him, and they secretly prayed that it is best that this human 

being does not meet the requirements of Duandonghe and be eliminated. 

After all, they know very well that when selecting inheritors, they generally value progress, speed, 

perception, etc. A practice for more than a dozen epochs, and practice for nearly three reincarnation 

epochs, the achievements are almost the same. Who will the "Brodonghe" choose? Still need to talk? 

Wang Yi's eyes flashed, his expression calm, and he walked towards the strange machine. 

This is an instrument similar to a Rubik's Cube, the whole body is dark red, and the surface of the 

instrument has many rules and secret patterns. The mystery of the secret patterns makes everyone on 

the scene feel dizzy and unable to understand it. 

Click! 

The Rubik's Cube suddenly opened a door. 

Wang Yi stepped into the entry without hesitation. Following a click... the door of the Rubik's Cube was 

closed. 

The secret pattern on the surface of the Rubik's Cube began to light up. 

Boom boom boom... 

A wave of powerful energy fluctuates in the Rubik's Cube, and the entire Rubik's Cube has changed from 

the dark red to a dazzling incandescent color. 

The eight strong people present have all experienced the previous Rubik's Cube test. At this time, they 

looked at the running device with complex expressions, and their thoughts were different. 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source, it is best to be eliminated, not to pass the screening." The three people of 

the God Eye Clan communicated secretly. 

Many strong people on the scene are more or less hostile to the Lord of Chaotic Source. After all, there 

is only one person in the inheritance, and the Lord of Human Chaotic Source is the most likely to get it. 

How could they not be nervous. 

And Duan Donghe stood there looking at the instrument with his indifferent face, and no one could see 

what he was thinking. 

Time flies. 



For a moment, "Crack!" Suddenly the door opened. 

A figure walked out of the Rubik's Cube instrument. It was Wang Yi. His expression was complacent, with 

a faint smile on the corner of his mouth. It seemed that the experience just now didn't make him 

nervous at all. 

Duan Donghe glanced at Wang Yi, showing a smile for the first time. 

"You meet." 

"Thank you, Lord Duan Donghe." Wang Yi also bowed slightly. 

"Um?" 

"Smile?" 

"wrong." 

"has a problem." 

The complexions of the Lord of Deer Insects, Lord of Shadow Ai, Lord of Witches, etc. all changed 

slightly. 

Because this is the first time that Duan Donghe Wu smiled since the beginning. 

Judging from the judgment of the powerful...this Duan Donghe was originally a very cold character. The 

"phantom" that was left must be consistent with his original character. 

However, as soon as Wang Yi's test was over, Duan Donghe smiled for the first time. It was obvious that 

Wang Yi should have found something special and satisfactory to him. 

"This human being is really troublesome." The three of the Shenyan tribe glanced at each other, and 

they were a little uneasy. 

The first screening is over. Except for those who passed the test, the Lord of the Sea, the Lord of the Red 

Pipit, and the Lord of the Giant Rock will all leave. 

The Master of Hai Hai was unwilling, "Master Duandonghe, can you tell me why we both failed?" 

Duandonghe's answer directly chilled their hearts: "If you are not my race, you also want to inherit my 

Duandonghe lineage? Delusion! Go away!" 

The Lord of the Sea and the Lord of the Red Pipit looked **** their faces. It was actually related to the 

race, which meant that not only did the two of them fail, even if the other strong people of the Skeleton 

Clan came, they would have to fail. 

"It turned out to be a race? I don't know how this section of Dongdong River was tested?" 

In fact, the six powerhouses that passed were not a single ethnic group, and they were not even all flesh 

and blood. 

"The Lord of Ryuujiu is a plant-like creature, and it still passed. It's really puzzling." 

The other strong men were surprised and relieved in private. Fortunately, I passed it myself. 



"Master Duan Donghe..." The two strong clans wanted to beg for it, but Du Donghe directly yelled at 

them. 

"Don't go away yet?" 

Wang Yi watched with cold eyes, and the whole group of the Zukui clan was now excluded, and there 

was no chance to fight for the inheritance of the Donghe River. 

Looking at the unwilling expressions of resentment when the Lord of Red Pipit and Lord of Aihai left, 

Wang Yi knew that the Skeleton Clan would definitely spread the inheritance of the Donghe River in 

order to prevent the ancient enemy God Eye Clan from being inherited smoothly. The whole universe. 

... 

Soon after, the tomb boat was in another place. 

Duan Donghe stood in front of a gate, and behind him were the six strong men who had passed before. 

Duan Donghe said faintly: "Next, there is a second screening. It is not the same as before. There is a 

danger of life and death. If you are afraid now, you can still retreat." 

The other strong are silent, joking, since they choose to stay, they must fight to the death, unless there 

is no hope at all, who is willing to withdraw. 

Even if there is only a chance, they will fight to the end. 

Duandonghe nodded slightly, "Okay, wait a moment, the gate will open so that you can continue along 

this corridor." 

"The rules are actually very simple." 

"As long as the six of you can go straight along the corridor until you reach the next hall alive, you have 

passed the most basic screening pass, and you can start contacting inheritance." 

"You can use weapons and all means while advancing in this corridor." Duan Donghe continued, "As long 

as you reach the next hall alive." 

Others are slightly excited, and through this screening, they have the opportunity to come into contact 

with inheritance. 

However, they also understood in their hearts that since Donghe said that this passage was dangerous, 

it meant that the screening was never easy, and it might even fall... But even if it might fall, they would 

not easily retreat. 

Inheritance is moving! 

I missed this time ~www.mtlnovel.com~ I guess I can't wait for the chance to encounter this inheritance, 

so naturally I have to do my best. 

The five powerhouses had a sharp heart, and took a peek at Wang Yi, spreading voices to each other. 

"If we go in at the same time later, let's see if we have a chance to prevent this human being from 

passing the screening." 



"Yes, the previous behavior of Donghe Donghe has proved that he has a different perception of this 

human being and is the most threatening to us." 

"He is our common enemy!" 

"Can't let him pass this level smoothly, otherwise it will be dangerous!" 

"We join forces!" 

The five strong people quickly ended the exchange and reached an agreement. 

The heavy and wide gate rose slowly, revealing a wide and deep passage with no end in sight. 

Duan Donghe said, "You all go in." 

What he said includes Wang Yi. 

Chapter 678: Do not speak martial arts 

Lord of Deer Insect, Lord of Lujiu, Lord of Shadow Ai, Lord of Sorcerer, Lord of Jinfang, their hearts 

moved in unison. 

"Everyone, this is our chance." 

"Be calm and not impatient, don't be impulsive, what is the danger in this death corridor? What means 

has this ancient and powerful civilization set up to screen us? I don't know yet, wait to see the situation 

clearly. " 

"The Lord of Witchcraft is right. If this screening is too dangerous, we may have to rely on the power of 

the Lord of Chaotic Source to pass." 

"Yes, inheritance is the most important." 

The others nodded secretly. 

If you can rely on your own strength to tide over the difficulties, it is not impossible to deal with the Lord 

of Chaotic Source. 

But if the screening is too difficult, you must rely on the strength of everyone to get through. At this 

time, the infighting is too stupid. 

If the screening fails, what's the use of excluding the Lord of Chaotic Source? 

"Don't go in yet? Why don't you go in? You can leave alive now if you don't want to go in." Duan Donghe 

shouted. 

"go." 

"go." 

The lord of deer insects, the lord of Liujiu, and the lord of the three universes of the God Eyes looked at 

each other, and then glanced at Wang Yi. 
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Five masters of the universe walked into the passage one after another, and Wang Yi followed at the 

end with a flat expression. 

Wow... the heavy and wide gate fell suddenly, sealing the entire corridor again, and on this end of the 

gate... only the Duandong River was left. 

He murmured: "I don't know, how many can come out alive?" 

He suddenly changed his expression and looked towards the direction of the road, "Are there 

newcomers here again?" 

... 

The corridor of death. 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source, this time the six of us will run into this death corridor together, I am afraid 

we will encounter a life and death crisis. At that time, we will have to rely on everyone's strength and 

unite to get through." The Lord of Deer Insects solemnly. The way. 

"Yes, Lord of Chaotic Origin, we can put aside grievances first, let's go through this death corridor first." 

The other cosmic masters also looked friendly. 

The master of the scourge of the chaotic source is also behind their collusion, hasn't it been done yet? 

First paralyze this Chaotic Source Lord, and then he can start smoothly if he has the opportunity. 

Regarding the black mind, the masters of the universe who have lived through the infinite epoch are 

more black than the other. 

Wang Yi sneered at these hypocritical universe masters. 

"Haha, take care of yourself before talking." Wang Yi didn't bother to care about these universe masters. 

He also knows the inner thoughts of these people. 

Isn't it just looking for opportunities to cheat yourself? 

When the time comes, who will pit and who will not know. 

Whoosh! Wang Yi turned into a streamer and moved swiftly in the deep corridor. 

The other masters of the universe quickly followed behind. 

The six figures moved quickly. 

The corridor is deep, occasionally narrowing, occasionally widening, and after flying for only a moment, 

the front is getting darker...In the dark and hazy passage, the vision of the Lord of the Universe can see 

clearly. 

Wang Yi suddenly stopped and hovered in the air. 

The Lord of Deer Insects, Lord of Ryujiu, Lord of Shadow Ai, Lord of Witchcraft, and Lord of Jinfang also 

stopped at the same time. 

"Master of Chaotic Source, what happened?" 



Without looking back, Wang Yi said indifferently, "Don't you guys see it for yourself?" 

There is a tall figure lying not far in front. He has a human-like body, with a lot of hair growing on his 

head and neck, like a lion, his neck is stout, his eyes are slightly closed, and the surface of the god's body 

is covered with a black half-body armor. . 

When everyone appeared, the tall figure suddenly sat up and opened his eyes. 

With a faint red glow in his eyes, he stared at the six people. 

"What is this?" The lord of the Jin Fang was shocked and solemn. 

"What you have to do is to survive under Queluo's hands." A cold voice rang in his ears, and Wang Yi 

immediately recognized that the voice was the sound of the Donghe River. 

"Don't hide in the palace and wait for the treasure. It will only be eliminated and you must fight. Except 

for hiding in the palace, other weapons can be used. Do your best. I hope you can survive more." 

boom! 

The sitting tall figure stood up abruptly. He has a body hundreds of kilometers high, and his cold and 

cold eyes exudes endless fierce aura. 

The corridor here is about 6,000 kilometers wide, which is enough for battle. 

"Must fight?" 

"Duandonghe calls it Queiro? The Endless Era can be left to the present, it should not be a life." The lord 

of Deer Insect flashed his eyes, he has the strongest armor in his body, and the chance of survival is the 

highest among all the people present. 

"Everyone!" said the Lord of Ryuujiu, "Since the Dudonghe uses this monster Queiro to test us, its 

strength is definitely not simple. It is definitely above us. We must work together to be safer." 

"The Lord of Lujiu is right." 

"Let's join hands." 

Others all agreed. 

Among the six players present, Wang Yi was the strongest, followed by the deer insects, and the others 

again. 

They are also worried about falling under the attack of this unknown Quero monster, so it is best to 

jointly protect themselves. 

"Roar... die!" At this moment, the monster Quelo roared and rushed in stride, huh! Turning into a 

straight streamer, it has already reached the front of Wang Yi. 

But I didn't expect that Wang Yi had already prepared, and his figure moved and swiped! It had already 

retreated in a ghostly manner, and retreated to a place farther away from the Lord of Deer Insects and 

the others. 



too fast! The speed of the Lord of Chaotic Source's explosion and his body style were so fast that people 

couldn't react to it. 

In an instant, they became the lord of deer insects, they were in front, and Wang Yi was behind. 

The monster Queiro was slightly taken aback, then roared "Dead!" and rushed again, but this time the 

target was transferred to the lord of deer insects. 

"Master of Chaotic Source, you..." When everyone reacted and became furious, the monster Queiro had 

already approached and they could only challenge. 

"Haha, guys, don't think I don't know what you are thinking! Let's have fun with this monster first!" 

Wang Yi flew behind, laughing. 

The monster Queiro snarled and waved his fists, smashing at the lord of the deer insects among the five. 

The lord of deer insects changed his complexion and did not dare to neglect, and immediately covered 

the "Armor of Deer Insects" and turned into a strange existence with a head resembling a deer beast. 

It has a body covered with black scale armor and is huge~www.mtlnovel.com~ The whole body is like 

weapons everywhere, with hundreds of pairs of sharp claws on the joints with sharp barbs, and the tail 

is somewhat similar to the tail of a scorpion. It's just that the tail is divided into nearly a thousand 

sections, and each section of the tail has a weird cyan ring. 

This is the battle form after the "Lord of Deer Insects" urged the "Armor of Deer Insects"! 

"Wow!" The scorpion tail behind the alien beast suddenly swept towards the monster Queluo. 

Peng! 

The monster Queiro was swept away fiercely and hit the wall. 

"This, so weak?" The others were stunned. 

The lord of deer insects also stayed for a while, and then showed joy. "Everyone. This monster is only at 

the level of the master of the fourth-order universe, and it is not a big threat." 

But Wang Yi, who had already flown far away from the lord of deer insects, stopped and watched coldly. 

"Not a threat?" 

"Ha ha." 

The Lord of Deer Insects and they will soon find that they are too happy too early. 

Chapter 679: Queiro's good teammate 

When Wang Yi hid for observation, the situation quickly changed. 

"His strength is rising." 

"It's obviously rising." 

The five masters of the universe who had easily suppressed the monster Queiro exclaimed. 
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The strength displayed by the monster Queiro has been continuously rising from the level of the master 

of the fourth-order universe, the master of the fourth-order universe, the master of the fifth-order 

universe, and the master of the sixth-order universe...The strength continues to soar over time, and it 

started to ravage it together. The five powerhouses are very happy and relaxed, and the more difficult 

they become. 

When the monster Queiro reached the level of the master of the sixth-order universe, the five people 

and the monster Queiro would fight on the same level. 

However, the strength of the monster Queiro is still soaring... 

"Boom!" A figure flew upside down and hit the wall by the corridor, showing a panic expression. 

"Damn it!" The other four masters of the universe, led by the Lord of Deer Insects, no longer had the 

mind to spare, exploded one after another, using their own methods, and going all out. 

However, when the strength of the monster Queluo rose to the seventh level, it was no longer 

something they could deal with together. 

They can only protect themselves. 

The monster Queiro doesn't know any secrets, and it relies entirely on absolute speed and power to 

attack! 

The so-called breaking the law with force...When the absolute power reaches a certain level, the law 

etc. have to be dissipated. 

The monster Queiro already had this smell at this moment, and its fist distorted the condensed time and 

space, turning it into a dazzling streamer... 

The streamer that fist turned into could easily annihilate the entire solar system even if the edge 

fluctuates slightly. 

The power of one punch and one kick has begun to make the Lord of the Universe's heart tremble. 

"My divine body has lost 21%..." Seeing that monster Queiro rushed over again, the lord of the gold 

cube, who had suffered a great loss of divine body, turned around in fright and ran away. 

"It's Tier 7, and its strength continues to soar as the battle!" The Lord of Witches also screamed. 

Up to now, those cosmos masters have not dared to fight it head-on. Except for the deer worm’s master 

who has the strongest armor to carry it, the main thing in other cosmos is not to avoid being hit by two 

punches, and it is possible to fall. 

Seeing the Lord of Chaotic Source hiding far away, the five Lords of the Universe were ticklish with 

hatred one by one. 

It's not that they don't want to get close to the Lord of Chaotic Source and drag him into the water, but 

the Lord of Chaotic Source is very cunning, explodes much faster than them, and always pulls away. 

But they are so crowded and targeted, and the monster Queiro always chased them, chasing them in 

embarrassment. 



"Hold! This is just a test, the monster Queiro cannot be maintained for a long time, we still have a 

chance, don't give up!" the lord of deer insects roared. 

"Boom!" Immediately the light and shadow collided, and he was kicked directly to the ground by the 

monster Quillo's terrifying kick. The impact of this kick was astonishing, and the gods of the lord of deer 

worms were groaning, with a huge roar. The entire corridor. 

"This...this power..." The Deer Insect Lord lay on the ground, and didn't even get up for a while, he was a 

little confused. 

Then the monster Queiro turned his head and rushed towards the Lord of Lucius not far away. The 

speed was terrifying, and he came to the Lord of Lucius in the blink of an eye, and a huge pressure of 

death came on him. The face of the Lord of Lujiu changed drastically, and the movement speed of the 

monster Queluo was so fast that she had no possibility of avoiding it. 

"Help me!" the Lord of Liu Jiu shouted, but at this time everyone was too frightened, who would dare to 

help her. 

Among the four groups at the scene, Wang Yi counts one, the Lord of Deer Insect counts one, the trio of 

God Eyes counts one, and the Lord of Lujiu counts one. 

The Lord of Ryuujiu was the weakest, and became the first victim of the monster Queirot's men. 

"Roar! Die!" The monster Queluo roared and waved his fist. That thick fist contained terrifying power. 

With this fist, time and space were all in vain, and all the methods of the Lord of Ryuujiu were 

ineffective. 

"No!" Lord Liujiu's face turned pale, and he wanted to struggle. 

In an instant. 

"Boom!!!" A terrifying punch hit the Lord of Ryuujiu who couldn't avoid it, and the terrible impact broke 

out instantly. 

With this punch that surpassed the strength of the strongest in the eighth-order universe, the divine 

body of the Lord of Ryuujiu was instantly annihilated, leaving only some treasures such as the armor and 

treasures in disorder. 

A lord of the universe has fallen. 

"Lord of Lujiu!" 

"The Lord of Lujiu is dead!" 

The faces of the other universe masters changed drastically. 

And the monster then rushed towards the three people of the God Eye Clan, fast against the sky. 

escape? 

There is no escape at all. 

Even if Wang Yi faced such a speed, he would be caught up and couldn't avoid it. 



"The strength of the monster Queluo has reached the level of the strongest in the universe and 

continues to soar... I am afraid it is even more terrifying than any strongest in the universe I have ever 

seen." The lord of deer insects is also on the run. "Even if we join hands, we can't stop it at all, we can 

only find a way to save our lives!" 

They were so naive before! 

Unexpectedly, the test of this death corridor would be so terrible, and such a monster was arranged to 

attack them...Like the Lord of Ryuujiu could not avoid it, the defense of the divine body was weaker, and 

it fell directly. 

The powerhouse of the God Eye tribe is also at large. But Queiro, the monster, is fast against the sky and 

has already rushed behind them. 

"Shadow Witch." 

"Witch." 

The two husbands and wives communicated with each other and made a decision in an instant. 

"Jin Fang, I'm sorry." 

"You!" The lord of the Jin Fang was taken aback. 

Then the body sank, and the speed dropped abruptly. 

"Ying Ai, Wu Yan!" The lord of the golden square fell to the back, making an angry voice. 

He did not expect that these two kinsmen would be so cruel. 

"Jin Fang, the three of them can't run away, they can only sacrifice you." Ying'ai and Wu Yan both 

apologized, but they still made this decision coldly. 

"It's all for the future of the race..." the lord of the witches whispered softly. 

"Hahaha... I didn't expect that my Jin Fang has not fallen through the universe for so many years, but 

now I die because of your husband and wife!" The Lord of Jin Fang gritted his teeth. 

Looking at the monster Quelo who came to him, despair appeared in his eyes. 

"I'm not reconciled!" A huge black mountain appeared in front of the Lord of the Golden Fang, and he 

wanted to resist. 

But what responded to him was that terrible punch. 

After that, the lord of the gold cube insisted on a short three breathing time, and even the palace 

treasure was not able to be taken out in time, and he was destroyed by the monster Queluo. 

"This Ying Ai and Wu Xie are really cruel, and they are both entrapped by the clan." The lord of deer 

insects was also a little frightened Wang Yi watched this scene from a distance and shook his head 

secretly. 



These couples are really good teammates of Queiro the monster, and they can really cheat their 

teammates. 

The Lord of Jin Fang died terribly. 

"but……" 

He glanced at the corridor, and there were four people left. 

He, the lord of deer insects, the lord of shadows, and the lord of witches. 

But the monster Queluo actually gave up the shadow and the witches, and turned to chase the lord of 

the deer insects, obviously lacking wisdom, only fighting, making him a bit speechless. 

"Next it is my turn to play." Wang Yi's figure stopped abruptly, and then flew back. "For this level, it is 

enough to leave me alone." 

Chapter 680: Eliminate one by one 

The lord of Shadow Ai, the lord of witches, and the lord of deer worms are splitting into two sides and 

are fleeing. 

"Hold on!" 

"We have to hold on!" 

There was madness in the eyes of the three of them. 

In order to pass on, they also spared no effort. 

Especially the Lord of Shadow Ai and the Lord of Witch Eyes of the God Eye Clan, in order to win the 

opportunity, they even sold the lord of the gold cube of the same clan, and now there is no turning back. 

suddenly…… 

"Om!!!" 

The endless black waves spread towards them. 

The constraints of the surrounding space immediately increased to a strong and outrageous level. 

The speed of the lord of the shadows, the lord of the witches, and the lord of the deer worms who are 

fleeing desperately! 

On the contrary, the strongest monster, Queiro, was not affected, and was still as fast as lightning. 

"The Lord of Chaotic Origin!" The Lord of Shadow Ai, the Lord of Witches, and the Lord of Deer Insects 

all realized something, and their eyes were red. 

Wang Yi flew back with a smile on his face, but there was no warmth. 

"Everyone, this inheritance does not require so many people, you should give up, give up now, there is 

still a chance to live." 
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"Bang!" The monster Queluo has caught up with the lord of the deer insects again. This time, there is no 

possibility of getting rid of it. Even if he wants to dodge, at the fast speed of the monster Queluo, it is 

just a luxury. 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source!" The hatred of the Lord of Deer Insects was as great as a huge wave. 

He should have had a chance to pass through the death corridor, but because of the Lord of Chaotic 

Source, he fell to the embarrassing end now. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! It can't be resisted at all. There is no escape. Can't stop it! 

The fists and feet of the monster Quelo fell violently on the armor of the Deer Insect Lord. The Deer 

Insect Lord desperately resisted, but the power gap was too great. Amid the roar, the Deer Insect Lord 

was blown out like a sandbag. Smashed on the wall of the corridor, even if it is protected by the 

strongest armor, the terrifying impact still passes through the armor, causing the deity of the lord of 

deer insects to be greatly lost. 

If it weren't for the "Armor of Deer Insects", the Lord of Deer Insects would definitely be annihilated 

with one punch, just like the previous Lord of Ryuujiu. 

"No, I can't hold it anymore, there is no chance." The Deer Lord's eyes showed despair. 

The hatred for the Lord of Chaotic Source is deeper. 

"brush!" 

A pyramid palace suddenly appeared, and the lord of the deer insects once again suffered a blow from 

the monster Quelo and quickly rushed into the palace. 

Sitting in the palace panting, the divine body was trembling, and my heart was lingering. 

"In such a short period of time, I actually lost 40% of the divine body..." 

But this is not what makes the deer worm master heartache the most. 

"You have failed. You are not allowed to leave the palace now. You can leave only after the assessment 

is over." An icy voice sounded in the ears of the Lord of Deer Insects. 

When the monster Queluo saw the Lord of Deer Insects hiding in the palace, he seemed to have 

received some hints, and he ignored the Lord of Deer Insects. As soon as he turned around, he turned 

into a streamer and rushed towards the Lord of Shadow Ai and the Lord of Witches. 

"The lord of deer insects actually took out the palace treasure." 

"The Lord of Deer Bugs has failed." 

The complexion of the Lord of Shadow Ai and the Lord of Wu Yan changed drastically. 

"The monster is coming towards us." 

"What to do? Ying'ai?" The Lord of Witchcraft looked at his husband. 

Is it to fight to death and continue to stay, or to enter the palace? 



If you enter the palace, you will lose the qualification to inherit. 

But if they don't hide in the palace, with the monster Queiro, they will definitely not last long, and they 

will end up like the first two universe masters, and they won't even have the chance to hide in the 

palace's treasure. 

They are not the lord of deer insects, they don't have the protection of the strongest armor, and being 

close by the monster Queluo is definitely a dead word! 

The Lord of Shadow Ai's face was distorted. 

Is it to give up? Or continue? 

Just for a moment... 

"brush!" 

An elegant spire palace appeared, and the two rushed into the palace in an instant. 

At the same time, the monster Queiro rushed forward, and his sturdy fist hit the palace fiercely. 

"Peng!" The palace turned into streamer, flew out, and hit the corridor at a speed far exceeding the 

speed of light. 

The two people in the palace felt the terrible impact, their faces were very ugly, and they were a little 

lucky. 

If they hide more slowly, it is estimated that they will have to end up like the Lord of the Golden Square. 

"You have failed. You are not allowed to leave the palace now. You can leave only after the assessment 

is over." Like the Lord of Deer Insects, when they enter the palace, there are also cold voices ringing in 

their ears. 

"hateful!" 

The Lord of Shadow Ai knelt on the ground and hit the palace ground with a punch, burning with anger 

in his heart. 

"It's all those **** human beings! If it hadn't been for him to make trouble, maybe we wouldn't have 

died and passed this test smoothly. Now, everything is over." 

The beautiful face of the lord of the witches next to him was also cold and frosty, and the surrounding 

temperature dropped. 

"No, everything is not over. We will pass everything here back to the ethnic group immediately and let 

the ethnic group send more people. We have failed, but the ethnic group still has a chance." 

"Yes." The Lord of Shadow Ai also thought of it immediately. 

Now that they have all failed, they must send the news back, and the sooner the better. 

"We have failed, but the monster Queiro is not easy to provoke, and the Lord of the Chaotic Source may 

not be able to survive it alone." 



The Lord of Witches sneered. 

"Better he should be eliminated too!" The Lord of Shadow Ai said bitterly. 

After the couple hid in the palace, the monster Queiro abandoned them and flew towards the last Wang 

Yi who was still in the corridor. 

Wang Yi saw that the goal had been achieved, and turned around and ran. 

But the speed of the monster Queiro was too fast, and he caught up in just a blink of an eye. 

Without even a second, Wang Yi felt the pressure of terror coming from behind. 

The shackles of the strongest treasure domain had minimal impact on the monster Quilo, who was far 

superior to the strongest in the ordinary universe. Wang Yi even felt that this monster Quilo might be 

even stronger than the giant axe. 

Wang Yi knew very well that he was not the opponent of this monster Queiro at all, so he could only 

delay as much as possible at the moment. This monster Queiro was only used to screen and test, and 

could not attack forever. 

"Clang!" The icy sword full of evil spirit came out of its sheath. Since it was no longer possible to escape, 

let's face it. Wang Yi turned around and swung his sword towards the monster Queluo. The sixth-order 

top secret method "The Newborn of the Universe" turned into a surging sword light scroll. To the 

monster Quilo. 

Queiro, the monster, responded with a kick. 

"Peng!" Wang Yi felt that his knife was like an ordinary person slashing on a large truck rushing at full 

speed. He couldn't even stop him at the moment. Even the person with the knife was kicked out and hit. 

On the walls of the corridor. 

"This, this is too ridiculous." Wang Yi was also a little bit hoodwinked~www.mtlnovel.com~ His battle 

sword and secret technique are enough to exert the top 7th-order attack power, but in front of this 

monster, Quelo, who only relies on his fists to attack, But he couldn't stop it even for a round. 

"It is definitely stronger than the giant axe, and now the universe's strongest in the universe sea should 

not be more powerful than it." Wang Yi waved the knife again, with the Xeon Supreme War Knife, plus 

armor protection, and the domain category Xeon Supreme Treasure assisted. Wang Yi felt that he could 

last a little longer. 

"Boom!" The dazzling kick kicked the war knife directly, kicked Wang Yi's chest, and "sticked" Wang Yi to 

the wall again. The powerful impact made Wang Yi's body tremble. 

However, the divine power lost in the next instant was replenished by the flame star giant beast clone 

that he carried with him. 

But if this goes on, sooner or later, he will be beaten to death. 

The lord of deer insects, the lord of shadows, and the lord of witches in the palace looked at the 

paintings that the lord of chaotic origin was constantly ravaged, but they were shocked and stunned. 



No, why is he okay?  

 


